
Meeting�
3rd Monday of�

each month at the�
Golden Coral�
400 Hotel Dr.�
New Bern, NC�
EAT:  6:30 PM�

MEET:  7:30 PM�
Visitors Always�

Welcomed!�

http://cid-76c9f8728574e5d7.spaces.live.com/default.aspx






Group Riding�
Group riding is designed to get a group of motorcycles to a predetermined location as safely as�
possible, and without in�cident.�Group riding also builds upon friendship and camaraderie. It can�
also boost a motorcyclist’s confidence, and driving skills.�Here are some valuable tips.�

Arrive prepared.�Arrive on time with a full gas tank.�

Hold a riders’ meeting.�Discuss things�like the route, rest and fuel stops�, and�hand signals�
(�A�ssign a lead and sweep (tail) rider. Both should be experienced riders who are well�-�versed in�
group riding procedures. The leader should assess everyone’s riding skills and the group’s riding�
style.�The lead and tail rider should also a CB and a navigation system. It is not feasible or safe�
pull out the “�MAPQUEST Directions”�and attempt to navigate to your destination.�
Keep the group to a manageable size�, ideally five to seven riders�of the same skill�set�.�There�
are many riders that do not feel comfortable traveling at a high speed; this is good information to�
know for a couple reasons. One, it is important to keep the group together to ensure safety of the�
riders and two, you do not want to pressure a�rider out of their comfort zone.�If necessary, break�
the group into smaller sub�-�groups, each with a lead and sweep rider.�Always remember no matter�
the circumstances�, “Ride�-�Your�-�Own�-�Ride”.�

Ride prepared.�At least one rider in each group should pack a cell�phone, first�-�aid kit, and full�
tool kit, so the group is prepared for any problem that they might encounter.�Also, if you have�
riders in your formation without a CB, ensure they are positioned in between CB riders�for better�
protection.�

Ride in formation.�The staggered riding formation allows a proper space cushion between�
motorcycles so that each rider has enough time and space to maneuver and to react to hazards.�
The leader rides in the left third of the lane, while the next rider stays at least one seco�nd behind�
in the right third of the lane; the rest of the group follows the same pattern. A single�-�file�
formation is preferred on a curvy road, under conditions of poor visibility or poor road surfaces,�
entering/leaving highways, or other situations where�an increased space cushion or maneuvering�
room is needed.�



Avoid side�-�by�-�side formations�, as they reduce the space cushion. If you suddenly needed to�
swerve to avoid a hazard, you would not have room to do so. You don’t want handlebars to get�
entangled.�

P�eriodically check the riders following in your rear view mirror.�If you see a rider falling�
behind, slow down so they may catch up. If all the riders in the group use this technique, the�
group should be able to maintain a fairly steady speed without pressu�re to ride too fast to catch�
up.�

If you’re separated from the group�, don’t panic. Your group should have a pre�-�planned�
procedure in place to regroup. Don’t break the law or ride beyond your skills to catch up.�
For mechanical or medical problems�, use a ce�ll phone to call for assistance as the situation�
warrants�

Transitioning Lanes�.�If the lead determines a lane change is necessary. The first step is�to�
notify the tail�rider�and ask his/her to secure the appropriate lane.�Once secured, the tail raider�
wil�l notify the lead. At this point, the lead will instruct the group to turn on their signal light for�
the appropriate lane, then the group will be instructed the look over their appropriate shoulder,�
and transition at the same time. This allows for a smoot�h transition, and prevents vehicles from�
breaking into the formation and possibly hitting a motorcycle.�



-Chili Cook Off in Smithfield, leave�
 Clarks Rest Area at 7:30 Am�
Mar 9----Dinner ride or ice cream  ride. Leave Bo Jangles in�
James City at 6:00PM�



Getting to Know You!!!!�

Billy and Pat Joyner, our present CD’s, have been married 16 yrs.�
Between them they have four living adult children and ten grand�-�
children. Since 1990, Billy has been a member of GWRRA and Pat�
became a member in 1992 while dating Billy. They have held the�
following positions in GWRRA: CD’s�–�three times and Treasurer. They�
also were always available to help out wherever and with whatever was�
needed. Billy also led many a ride through the years. They have been�
attending WOS since 1992 and Wing Ding since 199�3. They have been�
to state rallies in N. Carolina, S. Carolina, Georgia, Florida, W. Virginia�
and Virginia. Billy has won a lot of plaques for his riding skills and Pat�
has won a few trophies for her skills on 2 wheel�s�. Pat has owned an 83�
goldwing, a 90 g�oldwing and now a 90 goldwing with a sidecar. Billy�
has owned three Harley’s and five goldwings. He started riding at the�
age of 14, sneaking rides around the property on his Daddy’s Harley,�
while Mr. Joyner was at work. Today he rides a 02 goldwing 1800.�A�
friend convinced Billy to try a goldwing, but he will always be a Harley�
man. Billy has been in trucking all of his adult life, driving and owning a�
trucking business. He likes to tell funny stories about days gone by and�
will take you in and around New�Bern and show you where his past�
friends lived. He’s been down every road in North Carolina and knows�
just about every good eating place.�

Today Pat runs her own business called “Culinary D’Lit�e�s”. She has�
worked in retail most of her life. She has designe�d one�-�of�-�a�-�kind�formal�
wear, and made�custom made draperies. Pat loves to travel in their RV,�
especially to the North Carolina Mountains and take her mother and�
sisters along for some shopping and together time. Pat is very family�
oriented and loves family�gatherings for meals, games and just being�
together. She loves cooking for these occasions and cooks a lot of�



different stuff! Both�, Pat and Billy�have warm and friendly�personalities�
and will take you under their wings in a heartbeat. Billy�and Pat�would�
be there for anyone who came to�them�for help�.�Pat is always in a good�
mood for others even when she’s feeling poorly. Billy gives the�
impression of being a laid back country boy, but�is�just�a city boy�. Today�
Pat and Billy still enjoy their riding and ha�ve no intention of giving it up�
anytime soon�-�God willing and the creek don’t rise!�

Joanne Hall�

Pray for our leaders in this country�

Pray for our country�







Things learned a�t the OPS meeting�in a�“�nut shell�”�
About�our�“�Wings�over�North Carolina�”�

•�No motorcycle given away�—�only�
$10.000�
•�First 300 women to fully register will�
receive�a free charm bracelet�
•�There will be a trailer giving free�
Mammograms�
•�Tours wi�ll be give to 4�—�5 different�
A�reas.�.�
•�Buses will drive people to Concord�
Mills�
And lots, lots more fun stuff.�Make your plans to�attend�this event�.�
You�will not be�disappointed�, and we still get to have�“�our�”�pop corn�
booth!�



After a two month hiatus, the NC Precision Drill Team broke out their motorcycles from�
their�garages, dusted them down, and perform�ed�TLOC before hitting the pad for the 2012�
performance season. I might say, the first practice was “Ugly”, and most of us h�ad forgotten�
portions of the routine. After walk�ing�through the routine�several times, we were comfortable�
enough to�ride the routine with some�confidence�. Two important areas of concern to consider�
when shaking off the comb�webs�are�to�ensur�e�no accidents�occur, and�no�“Tupperware”�(plastic)�
is damaged.�Since the New Year we have�had�several practices, and our confidence�levels�are at�
high.�

With the New Year, brings new trainees to the team. Currently, there are four trainees�
that have expressed the desir�e and confidence to become a member on the NC Precision Drill�
Team.�One of the�trainees�, Bill Lowery, is the proud of owner of a�fully dressed 2012 Ultra�
Glide Harley Davidson.�More importantly, he�has�joined GW RRA and is a member of Chapter�
NC�-�D2.�Befor�e a member is voted on to the team, and receives their NC Precision Drill Team�
patch. The trainees must execute with confidence several precision movements such�as; 25 foot�
circles, slow ride,�the iron cross�, and the infamous snowman�. In conjunction�with�t�he�
movements, they will also begin to learn and become familiar with performance�routine�.�Once�
the trainees have mastered�a�performance�at practice�and have been given approval by the team�
members. They will now ride�in a scheduled�performance, if the�trai�nee�has�proven themselves�
by executing the performance�.�The last step is for the trainee�s�to be voted on to the team.�

If nothing else, being a part of the drill team builds confidence in an individual, hones�
individual motorcycle skills, and allows you to�be comfortable with your motorcycle. Here is our�
schedule�as of now.�
March�31, 2012�
Ron Ayers Motorsports�
Spring Open Hou se�
1929 N Memorial Dr.�
Greenville, NC 27834�
May�26, 2012�-�4:30 Performance�
Blue Knights Spring Conference�
Ho st Hotel�-�Country Inn & S�uites�
672 English Rd.�
Rock y Mount, NC 27804�
September 20�-�22, 2012�
Wings Over�North Carolina�
Cabaruss Arena & Events Center�
Concord, NC�
Drill Team Performance, Top Gun, &�
Team Challenge Competition�
October 4�-�6, 2012�
GWRRA Virginia District Rally�
Rally in th�e Valley�
Salem, VA�

Mike Seasons�
NC Drill Team Coordinator�
www.ncdrillteam.org�



M�OTORIST�A�WARENESS�D�IVISION�
M�OTORIST� A�WARENESS� C�OORDINATOR�
Charles & Marion Dudley, NC-D2  MAD�

Our Mission...�
“To Facilitate A Reduction In Motorcycle Crashes With Other Motor Vehicles.”�

Why Didn't That Driver See Me?�
Don't assume� that you are visible to a driver. As a motorcyclist, it is your responsi-�
bility to make your presence known to the driver. Select and wear an appropriate�
helmet with retro-reflective materials. Wear bright, contrasting protective clothing. If�
you choose darker clothing, wear a fluorescent vest.�

Use high beams� rather than low beams and consider using a modulating headlight.�
23 states require that the headlight be on while the motorcycle is on the highway.�

Proper lane position� is important to being seen and for protecting your riding space.�
If you can see the driver in the side-view mirror, the driver can see you. Don't "hide"�
in the driver's blind spot!�

Clearly, communicate� your intentions by signaling appropriately. Let the driver�
know what you intend to do.�

How Can I Increase the Driver's Awareness of My Presence?�
Make yourself visible�: Choose protective gear that will increase your visibility in ad-�
dition to providing protection in the event of a crash. A motorcycle helmet is your�
most valuable piece of protective gear and should be most visible to the driver.�

Ride where you can be seen:� Remember that there is no one safe place to ride. Use�
lane positioning to your advantage to be seen and to provide extra space for emer-�
gency braking situations or avoidance maneuvers. Avoid the driver's blind spots.�
Make your lane moves gradually, and always use appropriate signaling.�

Never share a lane with a car:� A driver may not expect you to be there and may not�
be aware of your presence. Remember most drivers are looking for other, bigger ve-�
hicles.�

R �R �R �i �i �i �d �d �d �e �e �e �A �A �A �w �w �w �a �a �a �r �r �r �e �e �e �



C�C�C�h�h�h�a�a�a�r�r�r�l�l�l�e�e�e�s�s�s�&�&�&�M�M�M�a�a�a�r�r�r�i�i�i�o�o�o�n�n�n�
D�D�D�u�u�u�d�d�d�l�l�l�e�e�e�y�y�y�,�,�,�N�N�N�C�C�C�-�-�-�D�D�D�2�2�2�

M�M�M�e�e�e�m�m�m�b�b�b�e�e�e�r�r�r�s�s�s�h�h�h�i�i�i�p�p�p�
E�E�E�n�n�n�h�h�h�a�a�a�n�n�n�c�c�c�e�e�e�m�m�m�e�e�e�n�n�n�t�t�t�
C�C�C�o�o�o�o�o�o�r�r�r�d�d�d�i�i�i�n�n�n�a�a�a�t�t�t�o�o�o�r�r�r�s�s�s�

NO MORE MEMBERSHIP FEE’s!!!�

How is this possible in this economy?�

Invite 5 new members to�
GWRRA and get them�
signed up and your�
Membership fees�
are covered.�

Membership�
has its privileges.�

Talk about�
benefits.�

    See you 20 February�
   Eat at 6:30pm�
   Meet at 7:30 pm�

   Golden Corral, New Bern.�
   Come ready to have some Fun.�





Andrew & Vickie Butcher�
North Carolina District Directors�

“What Can We Say?”�

What can we say• .if you did not make it to Winter Thaw you missed a good time. We are truly amazed at the�
imagination and creativity of some of our members. You guys never cease to amaze us. We are not go-ing to�
dwell too much on this because the newsletter is full of how much fun was had by all. Also, if you have�
received newsletters from many of the chapters that attended you already know you missed out. So• ..we are�

making the announcement now• ..�
OPERATIONS MEETING/WINTER THAW, JANUARY 25 & 26, 2013�

We are looking for ideas and suggestions so sharpen your pencils and send them our way. We would like to�
thank everyone for taking the time to come and hopefully learn something new and visit with your GWRRA�
friends. This fun and learning weekend would not have been a success without you. We also want to thank�

Alan Little and our friends from the Cabarrus Convention Bureau for doing such a great job with the presenta-�
tion about our new venue for Wings Over North Carolina. We believe they put a whole new prospective on this�
move and answered questions that many of you have had. We want to continue with this momentum dur-ing�
the months to come by sharing each month in the newsletter something new and exciting that will be go-ing�

on at Wings Over North Carolina. We want to make sure no one misses out on any of the opportunities for fun�
and excitement that will be available.�

NEW THIS YEAR: CAMPING –ON SITE�
That’s right folks we have camping on site available to everyone until all the sites are gone. We have an area�
for vendors and also for attendees. We can accommodate pretty much any setup that arrives from RV’s self-�
contained to pop-up/tent camping. We have shower facilities in the Arena, you may have to walk a little ways,�
but there are no hills. You will be able to come in on Wednesday to set up. Cost per night is $35 re-gardless of�

what you arrive in. Camping must be paid in advance and will be available until we are sold out. We are�
including a Camping Registration Form in the newsletter for your convenience or you can go to the�

gwrranc.org web site for the information. Contact information for questions is listed on the form.�

We would like to extend an invitation to each of our members. In March the rally season begins starting with�
the District of Florida on March 22-24th. The District Team will be out and about spreading the word about our�
29th Annual Wings Over North Carolina through out the year. We would love to have you with us. Let us hear�

from you. We have already heard from some that will be joining us at the TN Spring Fling. Let’s show everyone�
how much fun North Carolina can have riding and playing together.�

Remember….it’s all about the ride, it’s all about FUN!�
Ride Safe!�

Andrew and Vickie Butcher�
NC-F2 Garner– Chapter of the Year�

Chapter Directors�


